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—Helen Keller

“[Happiness] is not attained 
through self-gratification 
but through fidelity to a 

worthy purpose.”



SURVEY SAYS…

63%
Consumers prefer 

buying from 
purpose-shared 

companies

63%
Employees want 

more opportunities 
with purpose in their 

day-to-day work

63%
Employees do not 

understand what is 
being achieved and 

why

Accenture

McKinsey

Harris Poll



REMOTE
In the era of remote work,

Purpose, not proximity,
Is the glue for employees



AUTONOMY
Fast-paced innovations

Have no time for hierarchy,
Empower and drive

With vision and purpose



Anchor against storms,
Compass guided direction,

Is an authentic Purpose

ANCHOR & COMPASS
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FAMILY 
REUNIONS
Vision: multi-generational family connections

health

learn

environment

time

people

��★

★
attendees

outdoor

reunions

places

Metrics: # of attendees, # of reunions, # of 
unique places visited

Mission: repeatable annual delightful family 
reunion experiences with cross-cultural 
learning opportunities

Values: respect people, respect time, respect 
environment, respect health, and learn

Objective: reunion at outdoor national park 
next year
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LEAN
CANVAS
1-page business 
strategy template to 
deconstruct key and 
risky assumptions



OGSP
1-page strategic planning, 
with clarity and focus of 
Objectives tied to Goals 
that lead to Strategies 
linked to Plans 
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STRATEGY
MAPPING
Visualization clarifying 
connections between 
business drivers, 
measures of success, and 
strategic solutions



CONTEXT
MAPPING
C4 model, abstraction-first 
visualization, clarifies 
system and team 
responsibilities and 
dependencies
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TECH
RADAR
Visualization to clarify 
adopted, trending, and 
decommissioned 
technologies and 
methodologies 



—Irish proverb

“Say a little
and

say it well.”
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ATTRACT & RETAIN
TALENT

WITH PURPOSE

Purpose beyond profitability,
Strengthen with humanity



CREDITS: This presentation template was 
created by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, 
and infographics & images by Freepik. 

THANKS!

Nimisha Asthagiri
@nasthagiri

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

